The strangeness s = +1 pentaquark states as qqqqq clusters are investigated in this letter. With the inherent nodal structure(INS) analysis, the S-wave state (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 − , 0) and P-wave states (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 + , 0) are proposed to be the candidates of low-lying pentaquark model independently. The quantum numbers of the observed pentaquark state is more likely (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 + , 0).
It has been proved that the quantum chromodynamics(QCD) is the underlying theory for strong interaction, and the quark model is remarkably successful in classifying the hadrons as composite systems of quark and antiquark. Meanwhile the existence of color-singlet multiquark systems (q mqn , m + n > 3) has also been predicted in QCD. This subject is very important, since it is an appropriate place to investigate the quark behavior in the short distance, which may throw a light on new physics.
Recently, LEPS [1] , DIANA [2] , CLAS [3] and SAPHIR [4] reported that they all observed a new resonance Θ, with strangeness s = +1. This is probably a 4-quark and 1-antiquark system. If it is really a pentaquark state, it will be the first multi-quark state found by people. There have been then many theoretical works to explain the properties of the Θ + . For example, the mass of Θ + has been calculated in the chiral soliton model [5, 6] , Skyrme model [7] , diquark-triquark cluster model [8] , constituent quark model [9, 10] , the chiral SU(3) quark model [11] , the QCD sum rules [12, 13, 14] , large N c QCD [15] , chiral perturbation approach [16] , and so on. However, these results depend on concrete models so much that the quantum numbers of the lowest-lying state has not yet been determined uniquely. On the other hand, with the general discussion in the framework of QCD [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the group theoretical classification on the spectrum of pentaquark systems [22, 23] having been accomplished, the quantum numbers of the pentaquark state Θ + are proposed. Nevertheless, the parity of the lowest-lying pentaquark state is still in discussion. Fortunately, it has been known that the features of quantum states depend on the distribution of wave-functions in the coordinate space, more specifically, on the nodal structure of the wave-functions. The applications of the inherent nodal structure (INS) analysis approach to six-nucleon and sixquark systems [24, 25] show that analyzing the inherent nodal structure can uncover how the wave-function of a specific state is distributed in the specific way in coordinate space and why a state with a specific set of quantum numbers is lower or higher. This kind of qualitative investigation is useful for us to understand the physics underlying the spectra better. We then will take the inherent nodal structure analysis approach to fix the quantum numbers of the low-lying pentaquark states model independently in this letter.
The wave function of the five-particle systems can be written as the coupling of an orbital part and an internal part. Since quark and antiquark are not identical to each other, the wave-function is not antisymmetric via the interchange between them. However, if we consider only the permutations among the 4 quarks, it should be antisymmetric, i.e. it has a symmetry [1 4 ]. It has been well known that the s = +1 system with light quarks possess the internal symmetry SU CT S (12)⊃SU C (3)⊗SU T (2)⊗SU S (2) . Let [f] O , [f] C and [f] T S be the irreducible representation(irrep) of the group associated with the orbital, color and isospin-spin space, respectively, we shall have
The lack of direct experimental observation of free "color charge" suggests that all the observable states should be SU(3) color-singlets. We can thus restrict our study to the systems whose 4 These symmetries are shown by an asterisk in Table I for latter reference. It has been known that the wave-function of such a state with total angular momentum J, orbital parity π and total isospin T can be written as
where F πλ i LM is a function of the spatial coordinates, λ denotes a representation of the S 4 group (permutations among 4 quarks), and i specifies a basis state of this representation. L is the total orbital angular momentum, S is the total spin of the 4 quarks, they are coupled to J ′ via the Clebesh-Gordan coefficients, and total spin J is coupled by J ′ and antiquark's spin; M, M S and M J ′ are the Z-components of L, S and J ′ , respectively. The orbital parity of pentaquark is given by π = (−) L , and the total parity P = −π = (−) L+1 , since the antiquark holds an instinct negative parity. χ λ i T SM S is a state in the spin-isospin space with good quantum numbers T and S, and belonging to the λ-representation, the conjugate of λ. The λ contained in Ψ is determined by S and T . The result is listed in Table 2 . Such a Ψ S Lπλ is usually referred to a λ-component of Ψ. Let i ′ -j ′ -k ′ be a body frame, the spatial wave-functions can be expanded as:
where D L QM is the Wigner function, α, β and γ are the Euler angles to specify the collective rotation, Q is the component of L along k ′ , (1234) and (1 ′ 2 ′ 3 ′ 4 ′ ) denote that the coordinates in F πλ i LM and F πλ i LQ are related to the fixed frame or to the body frame, respectively. It turns out that the {F πλ i LQ } span a representation of the rotation group, space inversion group, and S 4 group. Thus the transformation property of the F πλ i LQ with respect to the operations of the above groups is prescribed. This fact will impose a very strong constraint on the F πλ i LQ , as we shall see.
In the multi-dimensional coordinate space, a point A is associated with a geometric configuration (or a shape). LetÔ i be an element of the direct product of the above groups, we haveÔ
If there is a set of {Ô i } (with m elements) that leaves A invariant, i.e.
we haveÔ
Since F πλ i LQ span a representation ofÔ i , Eq. (6) can be written in a matrix form, which is in fact a set of homogeneous linear algebra equations. Therefore, associated with the m operators, there are m sets of homogeneous equations, that the F πλ i LQ (A) must obey. However, a set of homogeneous equations does not always have non-zero solutions. In the case that common non-zero solutions fulfilling all the m sets of equations do not exist, all F πλ i LQ must be zero at A. We know thus, when the particles from a shape with a specific geometric symmetry, specific constraints may be imposed on the wave-function. The greater the geometric symmetry, the stronger the constraints.
For the present pentaquark system, since the quarks are not identical to the antiquark, we can consider only a special kind of configurations, in which the 4 quarks form a symmetric shape, and the antiquark is fixed at its center. Among these configurations, the equilateral tetrahedron (ETH) has the strongest geometric symmetry. We denote, in Fig 1, O as the center of mass of the particles (where the antiquark is fixed, too), O ′ as the center between particles 1 and 2, O ′′ as the center between particles 3 and 4, r 12 ⊥k ′ and r 34 ⊥k ′ . Referring to R v δ as a rotation about the axis along the vector v by an angle δ, p ij as an interchange of the particles i and j, p ijk as a permutation among the particles i, j and k, p ijkl as a permutation among the particles i, j, k and l, andP as a space inversion, the ETH is invariant to:
Inserting these to Eq. (6) respectively, we have:
where {g λ ii ′ } are the matrix elements of the representation λ and the θ with restriction cos θ = 1/3.
Eqs. (11)- (14) are the equations that the F πλ i LQ (A) have to fulfill. These are homogeneous linear algebraic equations depending on L, π and λ. Since the search of these non-zero solutions is trivial, the result is given directly in Table 3 . The table shows obviously that, in some cases (marked with a letter "A" ) there is a set of non-zero solutions F πλ i LQ satisfying all these equations. It implies that the associated λ-component Ψ λ is non-zero at the ETH configurations. We may then say that this λ-component is ETH-accessible. In other cases, there are no non-zero solutions (marked with a sign "−"), all the F πλ i LQ must be zero at the ETH configuration irrespective to its size and orientation. In such cases, an INS appears and the λ-component is ETH-inaccessible. 
Although the wave-functions are strongly constrained at the ETH, they are less constrained in the neighborhood of the ETH. For example, when the shape in Fig 1 is prolonged along k ′ , which can be called a prolonged tetrahedron, it is invariant toÔ 1 ,Ô 2 andÔ 3 , but notÔ 4 . Hence, the F πλ i LQ should fulfill the Eqs. (11) to (13) . Evidently, a common non-zero solutions of Eqs. (11) to (14) is necessarily a common solution of Eqs. (11) to (13) . Thus, if a Ψ λ is non-zero at an ETH, it remains non-zero in the neighborhood. In other words, an ETH-accessible component is inherently nodeless in the domain surrounding the ETH.
Another shape with a strong geometric symmetry of the 5-particle system is the square with the antiquark being fixed at the center. As shown in Fig. 2 , it is evident that the square is invariant to:
( (18) These invariants lead also to constraints embodied by four sets of homogeneous equations, and therefore the accessibility of the square can be identified as listed in Table 3 . As discussed above, a square-accessible component is inherently nodeless in the domain surrounding the square. In addition to the ETH and the square, there are also other regular shape where the INS might emerge. However, the total potential energy is much higher in the domains surrounding the other configurations. Since we are interested only in low-lying states. We shall then concentrate on the ETH and the square.
Since pentaquark system has a small size (comparing with nuclei), the collective energy is large if L is not small. Thus we concentrate on the cases of L < 2. Referring to Table 3 , we find that, when a wave function ψ Lπλ possesses quantum numbers (L P , λ) = (0 − , [4] ), (1 + , [3 1]), it can access both the ETH and the square configurations. These and only these ψ Lπλ are inherently nodeless components in these two important configurations and should be the dominate components of the low-lying states.
Based on the inherent nodal structure analysis, we have deduced four possible low-lying states without taking any dynamical model. The results are listed in Table 4 . All the other pentaquark states should be remarkably higher, because either they are dominated by L ≥ 2 components, or they do not contain inherent-nodeless λ-components. In the case of L = 0, two states (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 − , 0) and ( 1 2 − , 1) contain both ETH-accessible and square-accessible components. They are denoted as B and D in Table 4 . These states dominated by component with spatial symmetry [4] and isospin-spin symmetry [3 1] are the low-lying S-wave states, while other S-wave states must have much higher energies. In the case of L = 1, Two J = 1 2 states with the same quantum numbers (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 + , 0) contain both ETH-accessible and square-accessible components. As denoted as A and C in Table 4 , they are associated with the same spatial configuration [3 1] but different isospin-spin symmetry [f ] T S . According to our analysis, these two states are low-lying ones with positive parity.
It is evident that if a state does not contain a collective excitation of rotation, i.e. the angular momentum L is zero, it would be usually lower in energy than the state with L > 0. This is particularly true for systems with a very small size whose energy E ∝ L(L + 1)/r 2 . It is then reasonable to assume that the low-lying S-wave state B has an energy much lower than all the low-lying P-wave states. It is then the lowest pentaquark state.
However, in view of the nucleon-meson collision, P-wave resonance may also be important. If the S-wave state (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 − , 0) has an energy above the threshold of a possible decay channel, this state can not be stable, the pentaquark state will decay into a meson and a nucleon via strong interaction. Furthermore, according to Table 2 , a "physical" state (S, T ) = (1, 0) has four components associated with orbital symmetry [4] , [3 1] , [2 2] , and [2 1 1], respectively, i.e. low-lying state B has three partners with higher energy. This will probably rise the energy of the "physical" state and form a wide resonance, which contradicts the experiment results. In the theoretical point of view, the S-wave KN potential in fall-apart mode makes it very difficult to have a narrow width [20, 11] . Then, the low-lying P-wave states, which possess a centrifugal barrier to confine the nucleon and kaon in a narrow resonant state, may become the stable states instead. Comparing the P-wave states A and C listed in Table 4 , since state A holds (S, T ) = (0, 0) and unique orbital component [3 1] , the state C has (S, T ) = (1, 0) and four orbital components [4] , [3 1], [2 2] and [2 1 1], we propose that the P-wave J + = 1 2 + state, whose orbital symmetry is uniquely [3 1], is the lowestlying stable state. It is evident that such a result is consistent with many of the previous predictions, for instance, the most original chiral soliton model prediction [5] , Karliner and Lipkin's result [8] , Stancu and Risks's result [10] , Jaffe and Wilczek's result [17, 26] , and so on. By the way, considering the spin-orbital coupling, we propose that the J P = 3 2 + state may also be the low-lying state.
We can extend the analysis above a little further. One of the problems every theoretical study on pentaquark meets is the abnormal width of Θ + (1540). Although its mass is 110 MeV above K + n decay channel, it has a width less than 25 MeV. Capstick et.al. [18] suggested that Θ + (1540) has isospin T = 2, which means decay Θ + (1540)→ K + n is isospin-symmetry violating. According to Table 2 , P-wave state (S, T)=(2, 2) with orbital symmetry [3 1] is this candidate. However, we don't think this isotensor interpretation is suitable, for the lack of observation of other members in this isotensor family. On the other hand, based on the fact that the bound state exists, even though the pentaquark state has an energy much higher than the K + -n channel threshold, we propose that the Θ + (1540) is something other than baryon resonance, i.e. the four quarks in the system may have an isospin-spin symmetry other than [4] and [3 1] . We refer these states to hidden-channel states. According to Table 1 . Possible low-lying hidden-channel state can hold isospin-spin symmetry [f ] T S = [2 2] or [2 1 1] , which associates with component (L P , λ) = (1 + , [3 1]). The configurations of the hidden-channel states are listed in Table 5 . According to Table  5 , low-lying hidden-channel (J P , T ) = ( 1 2 + , 0) state dominated with orbital symmetry [3 1], may be the theoretical candidate of Θ + (1540) holding the narrow width. In summary, with the inherent nodal structure being analyzed for the baryon resonant and hidden-channel states including four-quarks and one-antiquark, we propose that quantum numbers of the lowest-lying pentaquark state Θ + may be J P = 1 2 + , L = 1 and T = 0. Such a result is consistent with many previous predictions obtained in concrete dynamical models. Combining our model independent analysis and the previous dynamical calculations, we would prefer to conclude that the parity of the pentaquark state Θ + is positive. Figure 1 : A body frame for the ETH Figure 2 : A body frame for the square
